Abstract-The AquaLogic Data Services Platform (ALDSP) is a BEA middleware platform for creating services that access and manipulate information drawn from multiple heterogeneous sources of data. The integration logic for read services is specified declaratively using the XQuery language. ALDSP 3.0, available in December 2007, includes a new XQuery-based Scripting Extension -XQSE -that enables developers to write procedural as well as declarative logic without leaving the XQuery world. In this paper, we describe the XQSE extensions to XQuery and show how they help to support important new classes of data services in ALDSP 3.0.
I. INTRODUCTION In mid-2005, BEA introduced the AquaLogic Data Services
Platform. The goal of ALDSP is to make it easy to design, develop, deploy, and maintain a data services layer in the service-oriented architecture (SOA) world. ALDSP provides a declarative software platform for building data-centric services that integrate and service-enable information drawn from multiple heterogeneous enterprise data sources [9] . The foundation of ALDSP is built on XML, XML Schema, and XQuery. Read services are specified declaratively using the XQuery language. Updates are supported by propagating data changes back to affected sources through the analysis of read services' XQuery definitions. When this analysis is not possible, or when some of the affected sources are non-SQL sources (e.g., information coming from a Web service call), ALDSP developers have had to -until now -write Java code to manually take over update processing. ALDSP 3 .0 is being released in December 2007. One of the key contributions of ALDSP 3.0 is that it significantly extends the update capabilities of ALDSP. One of the extensions is the introduction of a new XQuery-based language called XQSE (XQuery Scripting Extension), pronounced "excuse". XQSE adds a set of procedural constructs on top of standard XQuery to enable data service developers to write custom updatehandling logic and other procedures without having to cross the chasm from the XQuery world to the Java world.
In this paper, we describe the XQSE extensions to XQuery. We also briefly review the initial XQSE design requirements, gleaned from talking to actual ALDSP developers, and we explain how the XQSE extensions to XQuery address those requirements. Section II provides an overview of ALDSP, both from a query perspective and an update perspective, setting the stage for the introduction of XQSE. Section III describes XQSE, covering the XQSE features in ALDSP 3.0 as well as a handful of additional XQSE constructs targeted for subsequent releases. Section IV briefly compares XQSE with other proposals that have added imperative constructs to the XQuery language; it also discusses the relationship of XQSE to XQuery-SX, the new W3C effort to procedurally extend XQuery 1.0. Section V concludes the paper.
II. THE AQUALOGIc DATA SERVICES PLATFORM To frame our discussion of XQSE and its use in query and update service creation in ALDSP, it is important to first understand the ALDSP world model.
A. Modelling Data and Services
ALDSP targets the SOA world, so it is based on a serviceoriented view of data. ALDSP models an enterprise (or a portion of interest of the enterprise) as a set of interrelated data services [10] . Each data service offers a set of service calls that an application can use to access instances of a particular coarse-grained business object type (e.g., customer, order, employee, or service case). ALDSP 3.0 supports two kinds of data services, entity data services and library data services.
An entity data service can be thought of as a serviceenabled business object. It has a "shape" that characterizes the information content of its business object type. XML Schema is used to describe each data service's shape. A data service also has a set of methods, service calls that provide ways to read and manipulate instances of the data service's underlying business objects. In ALDSP 3.0, these methods are classified as functions (read-only) or procedures (with side effects). Supported operation types for entity data services include read functions, which provide ways to fetch instances of the data service's objects; write procedures, which modify (create, update, delete) instances; navigation functions, which enable traversal from one instance object from the data service (e.g., customer) to one or more instances from a related data service (e.g., order); and library functions Figure 1 shows a screen capture of the ALDSP 3.0 design view of a simple entity data service. The center of the design view shows the shape of the data service, and the left side of the design view shows the various methods available to users of the data service. The right side of the design view summarizes the dependencies that this data service has on other data services that were used to create it.
When pointed at a data source by a data service developer, ALDSP first introspects the source's metadata (such as SQL metadata for a relational data source or WSDL files for a Web service). This introspection guides the automatic creation of one or more physical data services that make that source available for use in ALDSP. Introspecting a relational data source yields one entity data service (with one read method and three update methods, create, update, and delete) per table or view. The data service shapes in this case correspond to the natural "XML view" of a row of each table or view. In the presence of foreign key constraints, RDBMS introspection also produces navigation functions to encapsulate the join paths suggested by the constraints. Introspecting a Web service data source (based on WSDL) yields a library data service with multiple methods, one per Web service operation. The methods' input and output types correspond to the schema information found in the WSDL. Other functional data sources are modelled similarly. The result of data source introspection is a uniform, "everything is a data service" view of an enterprise's data sources, a view well-suited for further use in composing higher-level data services using XQuery.
B. Defining Services Using XQuery
The language used to specify the logic for most data service functions is XQuery. Figure 2 shows the graphical XQuery editor view for a key part of Figure 1 's logical data service, showing how the main read method of the data service would look when ALDSP is integrating information from two relational databases and a Web service. Figure 3 shows the resulting function's XQuery source code. In this example, one database holds the CUSTOMER and ORDER tables, while the CREDIT-CARD table is in a different database. In addition to these relational sources, a document-style Web service provides a credit rating lookup capability that takes a customer's name and social security number and returns his or her credit rating.
The read method in Figure 3 from the different data sources. Once the integration and correlation of data has been specified in this function, which serves as the primary (or "get all instances") read method for the data service, the remaining read methods for this data service become trivial to specify. This is also shown in Figure  3 , where one of the other read methods is shown at the end.
C. Update Services in ALDSP ALDSP utilizes Service Data Objects [11] , a.k.a. SDO, to support updates as well as reads for data from data services. The ALDSP APIs allow a client application to invoke a data service, then operate on the results, and finally submit the modified data back to the data service from whence it came to persist the changes. Figure 4 illustrates how the ALDSP SDO-based Java client API works in such a use case, showing the relevant client code snippet in the middle. A typed SDO object is first obtained from the customer profile data service through a call to the ALDSP Java client API. The object is operated on by the client application, leading to changes in one or more of its underlying element values. The changed SDO object is then returned to ALDSP via the update method of the data service. Figure 4 shows the data service data as it flows from and to the ALDSP server. In the update call, the new XML data is sent back along with a serialized change summary that identifies those portions of the data that have been changed and also records their previous values. The ALDSP server examines the change summary in order to determine how to propagate the changes back to the underlying sources. Similar to reads, unaffected data sources are not involved in an update, and unchanged portions of source data are not updated.
To automatically propagate client data changes to (just) the relevant backend data sources, ALDSP must identify where the changed data originated from. Basically, the data lineage must be determined. ALDSP computes the required lineage by analyzing a specially designated "primary" data service read function (by default the first read function, preferably the "get all" function if there is one). Primary key information, join predicates, and query result shapes are used together with the change list to determine which data from which data sources are actually affected by a given update.
We now sketch the ALDSP update decomposition process. An update operation enters ALDSP at runtime as a C/U/D (create, update, or delete) call on a data service, such as our example customer profile service, and is then decomposed into a set of lower-level updates to be propagated to the affected sources. In ALDSP 2.5, a data service developer had the option to associate a Java update override with a data service at any level. To do so, the data service developer specified a Java method to which control was to be handed over is expressed as part of the where clause for update statements sent to the sources). When updates must be propagated to nonrelational sources, or if more reliable update execution is required over non-XA sources, the data service developer had to resort to the use of Java update overrides in ALDSP 2.5.
III. XQSE: AN XQUERY SCRIPTING EXTENSION Over the past two years we have watched ALDSP users having to move from the declarative world of XQuery, while integrating their data, across the "impedance mismatch" chasm into Java in order to handle non-relational updates or to replace or augment the automated update handling of ALDSP. Based on this, as well as on being in agreement with the goals of references [5] - [7] , we initially decided that ALDSP 3.0 would procedurally extend XQuery directly along the lines of the XQueryP language [7] . As our work proceeded, however, and we thought more carefully about XQueryP' s model, syntax, and semantics, we realized that its tight (dual mode) integration with XQuery would likely confuse ALDSP users. Our analysis led to several additional design requirements, and XQSE was born. Key requirements in addition to procedural logic support and the allowance of side effects included:
(1) XQSE should "loosely wrap" XQuery, extending it similarly to how stored procedure languages extend SQL. This is a familiar and comfortable approach for users with data backgrounds -it allows them to first learn XQuery and then apply their pre-existing XQuery mental model to learning the XQSE extensions.
(2) XQSE should "make sense" to users used to traditional languages such as Java, C++, and C#. Thus, XQueryP "features" like requiring all procedural looping constructs to return a value, e.g., the concatenation of values from all loop executions [7] , are less desirable than clearly distinguishing between expressions and statements.
A. An Overview ofXQSE XQSE extends XQuery with a new construct, the statement. To model XQSE program evaluation, the XQuery processing model is extended accordingly, adding the concept of statement execution.
Execution may involve looping, branching, changing existing instances of the XQuery Data Model (XDM), computing new XDM instances, assigning instances of XDM to variable references, causing other side effects (e.g., by invoking an externally defined action that does so), and so on. Statements are executed in a well-defined order, and the subsequent execution of another statement and/or the evaluation of a subsequent expression will observe the results of any side effects, variable bindings, and changes to the dynamic context from the statements that precede it.
Statements are composed of other statements and/or expressions, possibly including updating expressions. For compound statements, well-defined rules describe the order and the conditions of the contained statements' execution and expression evaluation. If an expression that is enclosed in a statement is an updating expression a la [3] , the execution of that statement will include both the computation and the application of the expression's updates. Statements are not composable inside expressions.
XQSE introduces a new class of callable unit of execution in addition to the function -namely, the procedure. The body of a procedure is a statement, which of course may be a compound statement. A return statement is included in XQSE to direct execution back to the calling context. Procedure calls cannot be used in place of function calls in an XQuery expression unless the called procedure is annotated as having no side effects. (XQSE supports the notion of read-only procedures, called "XQSE functions" in ALDSP 3.0, to permit developers to define the procedural equivalent of an XQuery function when a desired computation can be more naturally expressed procedurally.)
In XQSE, both the syntax and the semantics of the W3C XQuery [2] and XQuery Update Facility [3] (XUF) expressions are undisturbed. The XQuery prolog is extended to include procedure declarations and to allow an XQSE statement to appear in place of a query body to provide a location for the main body of an XQSE program.
Since When the initializing statement is present, it is executed once and the XDM value returned by it is assigned to the variable. The type of the assigned value must match the declared type of the variable according to the Sequence Type matching rules. If an initializing statement is not present, the variable is not bound to a value. Any reference to such a variable, other than on the left-hand-side of an assignment statement, is an error until it has been initially assigned to. 6) Assignment SETSTATEMENT::= "SET" "$" VARNAME ":=" VALUESTATEMENT The assignment statement replaces a variable's value with the value returned by the value statement. Only variables declared by a Block variable declaration may be assigned to.
The value statement is executed once. The XDM instance returned by the value statement is assigned to the named variable. If the value statement raises an error, the variable is left in its previous state and the error is propagated. The typed value returned by the value statement must match the declared type of the variable according to Sequence Type matching rules; if not, an error is raised. The Try-Catch statement is used for error processing and is executed as follows: First, the body of the Try statement is executed. If any operation raises a dynamic error, e.g., by calling fn:error(, then Try execution is interrupted. Note that executing the Try statement may have caused permanent side effects before the error was raised. Such side effects are not "rolled back".
7) Return statement
The NameTest expressions in the Try statement's Catch clauses are evaluated in the order written. If the name test matches the QName of the raised error, then the body of that Catch clause, and only that Catch clause, is executed once. Before Catch clause execution, up to three optional variables may be defined by including an Into clause within the Catch clause. If so, these variables will be assigned the QName identifying the error, its message, and any diagnostic items as defined by the fn:error( function of XQuery.
(: example try { udp:dothis( udp:dothat( set $x := $y div 0; return value $x; catch (*:* into $e, $m) fn:trace($e, $m);
return value "Error";
C. Additional XQuery Extensions We now turn to those XQSE features that are part of the design but that do not appear in the ALDSP 3.0 release. 14) Update statement UPDATESTATEMENT::= EXPRSINGLE /*MUST BE AN UPDATING EXPRESSION*/ An update statement consists of an updating expression. To execute an update statement, its updating expression is evaluated according to the rules defined by the XQuery Update Facility [3] . No side effects are permitted during the expression's evaluation. The resulting pending update list is then applied as described in the XQuery Update Facility specification. Execution of the update statement therefore constitutes a snapshot, and all applied changes are visible to subsequent statements and expressions. 15) Continue and Break CONTINUESTATEMENT::= "CONTINUE" ( ) D. Sample XQSE Usage in ALDSP As mentioned earlier, the main motivation for XQSE was to provide XQuery-centric support for a set of important use cases where customers of ALDSP, prior to the arrival of ALDSP 3.0, had been forced to switch to Java, using Java update overrides, in order to solve their problems. In this section we briefly walk through a series of use cases to show by example how XQSE addresses each of them. While doing so, we will present each use case in the form of a brief textual description followed by an XQSE procedure that addresses an example of such a use case. A full set of "How To" examples that includes these XQSE use cases and more can also be accessed via the BEA ALDSP 3.0 online documentation site [12] for readers who would like to see the full data service context for a given use case or who would like to download a trial version of ALDSP 3.0 and then try the XQSE extensions to XQuery out for themselves. 1) Use case 1: user-defined update ALDSP 3.0 will automatically generate create, update, and delete methods for physical relational data services as well as logical data services whose read logic it can introspect and reverse-engineer. The default delete operation takes as input an XML data instance having the full data service shape. The first use case shows how to augment the generated methods by adding an additional XQSE procedure to the data service that deletes an employee object based solely on its employee ID. This example simply looks up the employee to be deleted and then calls the default delete method on the resulting object: (: user $err, $msg));
IV. RELATED LANGUAGE EFFORTS The XQSE design is aimed at satisfying the published requirements for the scripting extension for XQuery [1] , and XQSE has been submitted as input for consideration by the W3C XQuery-SX working group. Other notable proposals for XQuery procedural extensions have included XL [5] , XQuery! [6] , and XQueryP [7] . The XL language was designed to support XQuery-based Web services scripting. Some of its features have since been picked up in the development of the XQuery Update Facility. The XQuery! language design focused primarily on the transactional semantics of updates, and did not of itself include a number of useful procedural programming facilities. Last but not least, as mentioned earlier, we initially chose the XQueryP language as the intended basis for our ALDSP XQuery scripting extension. However, during the course of analysis and design, we identified aspects of XQueryP that concerned us, given the data and procedural programming backgrounds of our typical users. We therefore went in a different direction with XQSE, but it borrowed freely from the language constructs and syntax proposed for XQueryP. We therefore focus here on the key differences between XQSE and its predecessor XQueryP.
XQueryP introduced the concept of "sequential mode" into XQuery expression evaluation. When executed in sequential mode, XQuery expressions have a strict order of evaluation so that external function calls and/or the application of atomic updates happen in a defined order. In this mode, any sideeffects become visible to subsequent evaluation steps. The same query syntax therefore has two different meanings, i.e., can produce different results, in XQueryP, depending upon the evaluation mode. This clearly has the potential to confuse users. To support its "dual-moded composability" approach, a number of the XQueryP constructs, including while loops and blocks, are defined in a manner that can be freely composed inside any XQuery expression which is being evaluated in sequential mode. In contrast, statements in XQSE are not composable with expressions in general. We feel that this provides users with a cleaner (and important) separation between declarative and procedural semantics. It also allowed us to easily preserve and apply existing query optimizations [8] within the declarative parts of an XQSE program. Also in support of composability, "procedural" constructs in XQueryP are all defined to return a value. Even a While loop returns a value in XQueryP -it returns the concatenation of the results from the repeated sequential evaluation of its body expression. In contrast, XQSE statements generally do not return values, which we again feel is more user-friendly, at least for "data users" and/or developers whose experience base stems from working with traditional 3GLs. Finally, for updates, the snapshot scopes in XQueryP can only be a single atomic update expression or an updating function call. In the XQSE design, an Update statement defines the scope of a snapshot, and it can be as small or as large as dictated by the application logic. ALDSP is an XQuery-based integration platform for authoring and managing data services, services that integrate and serve up information drawn from multiple heterogeneous enterprise data sources. The operations to access, integrate, and transform data are defined declaratively as XQuery functions. To enable ALDSP data service developers to develop richer logic (particularly update logic, side-effecting operations, and other such functionality) without being forced to leave the world of XML and XQuery, the December 2007 release of ALDSP, ALDSP 3.0, has introduced XQSE, an XQuery Scripting Extension. In this paper we have provided a detailed description of the XQSE design, covering the ALDSP world that it is a part of, the key requirements that fed into its design, the syntax and semantics of each of the XQSE constructs, and its efficacy in simplifying various common ALDSP use cases. The resulting language design naturally embeds and extends XQuery much in the way that stored procedure languages in the relational world extended SQL. We have also touched on how the approach taken in XQSE compares with those proposed in the most widely known related XQuery extension languages.
